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What decision will Marga make? Óscar? David? Get to
know the ending!

Synopsis
Marga comes back to Benidorm convinced that she wants to settle her relationship with
David. Everything seems to go well between them until she travels to Barcelona because of
work and she meets Óscar.
Once again she will revive feelings and emotions she thought to be forgotten. Marga knows
she has to make a decision as soon as possible but everything is too complicated. Should she
stay with David with whom life is so simple or give free rein to all her emotions and have a
life together with Óscar?
Get to know the ending.
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- Raquel G.Estruch has a great influence about her work through social networks, she
possesses a blog with many visits and almost 15.000 followers on Twitter. She belongs to a
huge amount of literary groups 2.0. and she attends to meetings and reading clubs of chicklit
and romance literature as B’Radic. The romantic trilogy Bésame, published by Tombooktu,
is her first publication in this genre, a work that has extolled her, thanks to her sympathy,
personality and sarcastic humor, as the new chicklit queen in Spain.
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- Fresh and lightweight novel that hooks you from the first page: love, sex and humor with a
happy ending. The plot continues with Marga’s story, who has decided to live her love with
David.
- The novel tells us a believable story with protagonists with whom the reader can feel
identified: Marga, Montse, Álex, Rubén, Óscar and David are people who love and suffer
from love, are cheated, have problems with their parents-in-law, bet on creating a company,
to forge ahead with it with more or less success, or on a relationship, etc. The stories of the
novel can happen to anyone and are full of the characters’ reflections.

- Kiss me always has several literary influences: from the romance novel in the style of Victoria
Holt, Nora Roberts, Kate Morton or Marta Rivera de la Cruz, to the most current chicklit with
representatives as Rebeca Rus, Candance Bushnell, Sophie Kinsella or Megan Maxwell.
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Related books

- This title, with a flowing and attractive reading, is the sequel of the novel Bésame ahora,
the plot takes place between Benidorm and Barcelona since Marga returns to Barcelona
with David. There she will meet Óscar again, and this meeting will turn her feelings and life
upside-down. A funny and exciting love triangle will have the leading role in the pages of
this novel.
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